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Internet shopping has caught on even in a conservative society like India. India may be conservative
in comparison to most markets in the western world but it is fast catching up with them as people
travel the world and see the benefits of shopping online. Once they return to India they inevitably
browse the internet to find online shopping sites in India. Though sitting in one corner of the world
and shopping from the other end of the world is no big deal in a globalized world. Products are
shipped in extremely perfect condition to any corner of the world.

But the thrill in finding something like tribal art of India in an online store that you want to gift to your
Norwegian boss would need you to go to an Indian website. Clothing from India, jewelry, ethnic
collections in art work, books from the stables of Indian publishers, and the like are all sold online to
people in every part of the world. Online shopping sites in India can rival the best in the world for
their offers and aesthetic layouts.

There are online shopping sites in India hosted by the bigwigs of the publishing industry like the
Times group, The Hindu, and the like who have all jumped on to the bandwagon of online selling.
eBay India has made wide inroads into the internet space as it has all over the world. Every known
brand of product from footwear and cosmetics to fashion apparel and jewelry have online websites
to target the online shopper. Many other people have got into tie ups with businesses and product
companies to sell everything under the sun- be it toys and books to electronic gadgets and artifacts.
Flipkart.com, Bagittoday.com, Snapdeal.com, Myntra.com, Futurebazaar.com, indiatimes.com,
indiavarta.com, mouthshut.com, are few of the umpteen sites that have marked a foothold on the
Indian scene.

The popularity of online shopping sites in India gain favor more because every trend may be
advertised and watched by millions on television but to lay your hands on these products in two or
three tier cities of India is still a far cry. One has to visit the metros to lay ones hands on quality that
is world class. This is where online shopping is a boon to millions in the hinterland. Free shipping
and discounted prices are a major draw for online shoppers and festival times are the busiest as
seen even in normal shopping avenues.
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